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NEW QUESTION: 1
The customers and vendors balances of the previous year are
carried forward to the new year, but you did NOT perform the
SAPF010 program (Carry Forward Receivables/Payables) manually
in accounts receivable or accounts payable.
Why do you NOT need to execute this program?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Because balance carryforward was performed for the leading
ledger in general ledger
B. Because balance carryforward was performed automatically due
to postings to the subledgers in the new year
C. Because balance carryforward was performed automatically
when closing the previous year
D. Because balance carryforward was carried out by the
Reconcile Universal Journal Entry transaction since the
reconciliation displayed NO error
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator has a requirement to export decrypted traffic
from the Palo Alto Networks NGFW to a third-party, deep-level
packet inspection appliance.
Which interface type and license feature are necessary to meet
the requirement?
A. Decryption Mirror interface with the associated Decryption
Port Mirror license
B. Virtual Wire interface with the Decryption Port Export
license
C. Decryption Mirror interface with the Threat Analysis license
D. Tap interface with the Decryption Port Mirror license
Answer: A
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Working with cross-site scripting match conditions
Attackers sometimes insert scripts into web requests in an
effort to exploit vulnerabilities in web applications.
You can create one or more cross-site scripting match
conditions to identify the parts of web requests, such as the
URI or the query string, that you want AWS WAF Classic to
inspect for possible malicious scripts. Later in the process,
when you create a web ACL, you specify whether to allow or
block requests that appear to contain malicious scripts.
Web Application Firewall

You can now use AWS WAF to protect your web applications on
your Application Load Balancers. AWS WAF is a web application
firewall that helps protect your web applications from common
web exploits that could affect application availability,
compromise security, or consume excessive resources.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/waf/latest/developerguide/classic-w
eb-acl-xss-conditions.html
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/features/

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You are creating an application by using HTML5 and CSS3. The
styles for the pages are derived from five style sheets.
The styles are not being applied correctly to the pages in the
application.
You need to apply the styles from highest priority to lowest
priority.
In which order should you use the five style sheets? (To
answer, move the style sheet types from the list of style sheet
types to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.)
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
* From highest priority to lowest priority.
User important style sheets
Author important style sheets
Author normal style sheets
User normal style sheets
User agent style sheets
* CSS declarations are applied in this order (from lowest to
highest priority):
*User agent declarations (the default styles your browser
applies to elements)
*User normal declarations (a user's own stylesheet if they're
using one)
*Author normal declarations (this is your normal stylesheet)
*Author important declarations (anything your mark important)
*User important declarations (any important styles from the
user's stylesheet) Reference: Assigning property values,
Cascading, and Inheritance; In what order do CSS definitions
take priority
http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/cascade.html
http://www.quora.com/In-what-order-do-CSS-definitions-take-prio
rity
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